




Sigmund Freud 
Pleasure





Viktor Frankl 
Purpose/Meaning



If you could fully tap into 
your potential, how different 

would your life be?



What would that look like?  
Your life on your terms?



Focus On Where You 
Have Power and 

Ownership





Most of us have 2 lives. 
1. The lives we live 

2. The lives we are capable of 
living  Steven Pressfield ‘War of Art’



How do you live your 
best?  What does it take?



12-Week Year Is about 
increasing your current 
results by 4X or more



The #1 factor holding people 
back is not a lack of knowledge, 

intellect, or information.



Not hard work, a huge 
network of people, 

natural talent or luck…



Knowledge is Power?



No



Great ideas are worthless 
unless implemented



Execution is single 
greatest differentiator



Great companies and 
successful people execute 
better than their competition



The barrier standing 
between YOU and the life 

you want?



CONSISTENT 
EXECUTION



Look critically at ANY 
area in your life where 
you have fallen short



Finances 
Relationships 
Job Promotion 

Health



Anywhere you have 
accomplished LESS than 

you desired



If you look critically and with 
accountability 

it is usually in lack of consistent 
execution



The Insurance Agent 
Example/Comparison



The $60 Billion Diet 
and Fitness Industry



over 45,000 “diet books” 
available in internet 

search



Why are 65% of 
Americans overweight or 

obese?



Why Do Some Succeed 
and Others Fail?



Most people KNOW 
what to do to lose weight



It’s not a knowledge 
problem



It is an EXECUTION 
problem



There is a BIG difference 
between KNOWING and 

DOING



It’s what you learn AFTER 
you know it all that 

counts.”  John Wooden



“You can’t build a 
reputation on what you’re 
going to do.” Henry Ford



-Annual Plans- limits performance 
-No Morning Routine 

-Not Having right team around you 

BARRIERS:



Write the 5 People You 
See The Most In Your Life

EXERCISE:



We are the average of the 
5 people we spend the 

most time with. - Jim Rohn



Annual Performance- 
Makes you think you have enough time to 

complete tasks. 

“I’ve got plenty of time"



Inherently lacks 
urgency



Every Moment Counts



Every Day Counts



Every Week Counts



Every Month Counts



Every Year Counts



Execution COUNTS



We are what we 
repeatedly do. ~ Aristotle



Execution COUNTS



12-Week Year 
Focuses on TODAY



YOUR actions are 
ALWAYS congruent with 

underlying thinking



Execution first begins 
with your thinking



Breakthroughs happen 
when you SHIFT your 

thinking and follow through



The 12-Week Year 
heightens your sense of 

urgency



What 2 areas in your life 
need an overhaul in your 
thinking and attention?

EXERCISE:



Execution invariably requires 
taking new actions, and new 

actions are often uncomfortable



To succeed? 
Most have STRONG emotional 

stake in the outcome



Execution invariably requires 
taking new actions, and new 

actions are often uncomfortable



Without a compelling reason, 
most people will opt for 

comfort over breakthrough.



Because important 
actions are OFTEN 

uncomfortable



The secret of living to your true 
potential is to value the important 
stuff above your own comfort level

BIG TAKEAWAY



Critical Key: 
Create A Compelling 

Vision





You must find a vision 
with which you are 

emotionally connected



You need a vision of 
YOUR future that is 

BIGGER than your present



Key word here: 
COMPELLING



Without a compelling vision, you 
will discover there is no reason 

to go through the pain of change



You need a vision of 
YOUR future that is 

BIGGER than your present



VISION is the starting 
point of all high 
performance



You create things 
twice



First:  Mentally



Second: Physically



You MUST be clear on 
what you want



What Do YOU Want?

BIG TAKEAWAY



What do you want your 
life to LOOK like in the 

future?



The more personal and 
compelling your vision is, the 

more likely you will act upon it.



Personal vision CREATES 
the emotional connection



Again, you need a future 
vision that is BIGGER 

than the present



A COMPELLING personal 
vision CREATES Passion



WHAT IS THIS FOR YOU?
Music

EXERCISE:



Things you are 
passionate about lend to 

clarity of vision



If you are lacking passion in 
this exercise, it is not a crisis 

of passion but a crisis of vision



You can literally train your 
brain to act on your vision 

just by thinking about it



“If you don’t know where you 
are going, you’ll end up 

someplace else.” - Yogi Berra



Create Personal Vision In These Areas: 
spiritual, relationships, income, 

lifestyle,health,community, family

STEP ONE:



Plan

STEP TWO:



Why the 12-Week Plan 
v. Annual



12-Weeks are more 
predictable



High degree of certainty 
what needs to be 

implemented



More focused than 
annual planning



More structure



More focused than 
annual planning



Create tactics to 
implement the plan



DAILY To-Dos



Need to align your 12-
week plan to your vision 

or you will lose focus



Long-term results are 
created by the actions 

you take every day



To be truly effective, your daily 
activity must align with your long-
term vision, strategies and tactics



The greatest predictor of your 
future are your daily actions

BIG TAKEAWAY



The one thing that moves 
the Universe is ACTION



CONSISTENT Action 
turns DREAMS into 

REALITY



“The fall of dropping 
water wears away the 

stone.” ~Lucretius



Your CURRENT actions 
are creating your 

FUTURE!



The WEEKLY plan is 
not a glorified to-do list.



It is the critical  
strategic activity  

that needs to take place in order to 
achieve your goals



Must spend 20-minutes at 
beginning of each week to 

plan your week ahead



Confronting the TRUTH



Your results are created by 
your actions



DO you acknowledge this?

EXERCISE:



The GREAT news



You have the MOST control 
over the EXECUTION of your 

TACTICS



Don’t Change The Plan Until 
You Effectively Execute It

BIG TAKEAWAY



Strive for excellence, not 
perfection

BIG TAKEAWAY



Remember, It WILL be 
uncomfortable

BIG TAKEAWAY



This is called “Productive 
Tension”

BIG TAKEAWAY



Biggest Excuse?



Not Enough TIME



And yet, We all have the 
EXACT SAME AMOUNT



You have to be PURPOSEFUL 
with this delicate and most 

valuable resource



If you are not purposeful with 
TIME, you leave it to chance



“If we take care of the minutes, 
the years will take care of 

themselves.” ~Ben Franklin



Action Item:
Block out  

PERFORMANCE TIME 
each week



 
PERFORMANCE TIME 

strategic blocks, buffer blocks, breakout blocks



 
STRATEGIC BLOCKS

3-hour uninterrupted time chunks

no phone.  no email.  no taking out Fido for a whiz



 
BUFFER BLOCKS

low-value, unplanned activities

approx 30-min to 1 hour



 
BREAKOUT BLOCKS

3-hours spent on NON-WORK activities

used to refresh and reinvigorate



 
BIG TAKEAWAY

If you are not in control of your time, 
 you are not in control of your results



 
BIG TAKEAWAY

The more you creatine routine in your days and 
weeks, the more effective your execution will 

be.


